STRATEGY TO LOWER MAINE’S COST OF LIVING
Surviving homeless starting at age 11, Paul LePage understands what it is like to
struggle. He is concerned about Maine families and seniors who must deal with rising
inflation. High home heating oil, gas, diesel, and grocery costs are pinching Mainers,
not to mention electric bills.
Paul LePage is a proven, successful businessman. Paul LePage knows how to fix
Maine’s economy. He did it before, balancing budgets while creating thousands of
jobs, and he will do it again. Janet Mills is a lawyer. Mills doesn’t have the background
or experience to fix these problems, she is only making it worse.

FIX INFLATION
◀ Bring government spending under control
which has increased Maine’s cost of living
◀ End the Janet Mills ban on oil and natural
gas investment which drives up heating oil
and gasoline costs
◀ End solar farm subsidies that are responsible
for skyrocketing electric bills

PROTECT AND GROW
MAINE’S ECONOMY
◀ Provide Maine people a permanent
◀ income tax cut, to offset rising costs... not
just a one-time check gimmick
◀ Improve the job market so people will find
work and open jobs get filled
◀ Reinstate work requirements for
able-bodied individuals on public
assistance
◀ Ensure kids receive the education they
need to succeed in life with good-paying
jobs
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LOWER THE COST OF FOOD
◀ Mainers spend the 3rd highest amount on food in the
United States. Approximately 80% of the food sold in
Maine comes from outside the State.
◀ REPEAL Janet Mills New State-Run Recycling Program
Tax which is estimated to cost Mainers $134 million a
year.
◀ Temporarily Suspend the Diesel Tax on Trucks Delivering
Food to provide relief to Maine families.
◀ Invest a portion of Maine’s $15 Billion in Federal Funds to
help our farmers and fishermen to grow more food so
we can eat locally.

LOWER OUR
ELECTRICITY BILLS

LOWER THE COST OF HOME
HEATING OIL &
KEROSENE
◀

◀

◀

◀

Nearly 60% of Mainers rely upon heating oil to
heat their homes. The US average is only 4%. The
Biden and Mills’ Administrations are leading the
charge to choke off investments in oil and natural
gas production in the United States.
REPEAL Janet Mills LD 99 which directed Maine’s
Retirement System and State Budget to ban all
fossil fuel investments within five years.
Increase our supply of home heating oil to help
Mainers endure the coming winter by issuing a
waiver that allows for the import of non-low sulfur
diesel oil.
Invest a portion of Maine’s $15 Billion in Federal
Funds to provide home heating oil relief to all
Mainers, not just those who qualify for LIHEAP.

◀

The US Energy Administration reports that
Maine now has the 4th Highest Residential
Electricity Rates in the U.S.

◀

Promote an “all of the above” energy policy
that focuses on providing the lowest cost
of electricity to Maine families and small
businesses.

◀

Stop converting Maine’s farm lands into solar
fields by reforming PUC subsidies that are
creating skyrocketing electric bills.

◀

Oppose Gas Tax Increases for Electric
Charging Stations that only benefit the
wealthy, not the working class of Maine.

LEARN MORE AT MOVEMAINEFORWARD.COM

